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E X H I B I T     O 

_______________________________ 
 
 
By starfish, by screw-borer, by boring sponge, by slipper shell, by Black Drum, 

by mussel, by duck: there are many ways to die.  Sucked clean, smothered or leeched, 
tunneled through like honeycomb, “She can feel shadows as well as the urgency of milt, 
and her delicate muscles know danger and pull shut her shells.”i  Lacking limbs, by 
shutting, she survives for future shucking.  The threat comes from without, not within, 
where she shelters a parasite that gradually procures a pearl.   

 
Empty shells wash ashore with tides.  Abandoned houses surface for hermits to 

inhabit.  Crunched underfoot, scars-of-the-sea float back with tides, while larval stars flit 
freely, then filter-feed in shell-stocked beds.  Unlike starfish, whose limbs can be lopped 
and regrow, oysters sustain unshapely shells.  Their possession is misplaced, pared down 
to a pronoun: “The world is your oyster.”  Such is the stuff from which dreams are 
farmed: “Perle, plesaunte to prynces paye / To clanly clos in golde so clere, / Oute of 
Oryent, I hardyly saye, / Ne proved I never her precios pere.”ii  Visions aside, anchored 
and abducting: the oyster may survive predators only to be hunted for the crystallizing 
ball that she (and he) hides.   

 
Shall I leave this shell alone or deform it further: “secret, and self-contained, and 

solitary”?iii  If you seek a prematuring end, a maiden can break her necklace, drop seven 
white pearls and one black pearl into an onyx cup, and ask you to choose.iv  Or, in 
another version, sharks circle fabled shoals as fisher-folk in boats listen: “in the song 
there was a secret little inner song, hardly perceptible, but always there, sweet and secure 
and clinging, almost hiding in the counter-melody…the Song of the Pearl That Might 
Be...”v 

 
For-the-taking?  Is this a two-faced tale?  Don’t be misled by aphrodisiacs (after 

all, pearl-producing oysters are inedible).  Consider harvesting and farming: metaphors in 
metaphysical guise.  What’s embedded in the flesh is hinged to history, orchestrated by 
different valves than strings: collar, choker, matinee, opera, and rope (complimented by 
earrings shaped like tears, like those worn by Vermeer’s Girl).  Look beneath the 
surface: at turbaned girls described as “drunken birds” who dive and dive again.vi  What 
should we make of this flock, and of the Venus de Medici (poser) who bears a wax-cast 
shell, in a swoon, wearing nothing but a pearled collar?  

 
And thus comes my wish to pry open my shell, just as “Pearl set forth, at a great 

pace, and…did actually catch the sunshine, and stood laughing in the midst of it….until 



her mother had drawn almost nigh enough to step into the magic circle too,” and was 
compelled to say: “Now I can stretch out my hand, and grasp some of it.”vii 

 
To grasp what-is-ungraspable: slipping through gills.  Pearls of wisdom drift 

though legends: where Cleopatra caters the costliest cuisine: crushing her prize pearl, 
mixing it in vinegar to serve as Antony’s wine.  Elsewhere, Vitellius wages war 
supported by his mother’s single gem, and Marco Polo witnesses King Maabar’s string of 
one-hundred-and-four (for each of his daily prayers) that are twenty-fold less than the 
swag seized from Alice Perrers. “We should have to resolve the contradictions of the 
shell,” Bachelard muses, “which at times is so rough outside and so soft, so pearly, in its 
intimacy.  And doesn’t the finger that dreams as it strokes the intimate mother-of-pearl 
surface surpass our human, all too human, dreams?”viii  From Queen Mary to Elizabeth 
Taylor, La Peregrina becomes the “pilgrim” it purports to be…and look at what gleams 
through the Koran, Vedas, Revelations… 

 
Only a lover could attribute worth to luster born-of-a-wound.  Wound inside 

aragonite and conchiolin, the petulant piece lies mothered by a humble shell.  For the 
mollusk, the prize is more parasitic than something of great price.  Caught in the meaty 
mantle, coated with nacre, the “worm coffin” grows within bivalves that nest on beds of 
the dead, which tempt divers who dare not sleep.   

 
“Come, thou most precious pearl,” Mary hears during her apocryphal assumption, 

while a servant fantasizes: “Next to my own skin, her pearls.”ix  “Her skin is tinct like 
pearl,” Dante praises, while Milton eulogizes: “And those Pearls of dew she wears, / 
Prove to be presaging tears…”  Perilous phrases impearl fears, presuming to lay them to 
rest—like oysters inadvertently cast ashore bits of their beds: “signs of approaching 
death.  Rather than stand still and learn from them [o]ne tries to cure the signs of growth, 
to exorcise them, as if they were devils, when really they might be angels of 
annunciation…”x 

 
Annunciating: O.   
 
Here is the pearl of great price, always eluding.  Like a koan.  Consider the adage: 

not “The world is your pearl” but your oyster.  O is the secret of culturing: to know the 
knobby shell for what it’s worth, in and of itself: more than mother-of-pearl.  Unburden 
me of beauty.  Shuck me of my gems.  Look inside this dun, unshapely shell that “makes 
one little room, an every where.”xi   

 
Without anything but this:  Here I am, O Lord. 
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